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- Lead a restaurant franchisor to 

expand its business based on 

insights provided  by our in depth 

analysis of business &  finances

- Enabled a marijuana dispensary 

to be  audit ready in time 

despite  unorganized state of 

books

- Helped a US CPA firm stay 

competitive  & scale up by 

optimizing its processes

- Helped a real estate investment 

firm to  focus on new deals 

through analytics  on proposals

Finance Solutions from  

Entelyglobal

At Entelyglobal, we empower our 

clients  with (SMART) SysteMatic, 

Accurate, Reliable & Timely 

bookkeeping & accounting 

solutions. Experience our  support 

with our customized solutions  

packaged as Startup bookkeeping,  

Accounting, Controller and Virtual 

CFO  services

SMART
financial
services
enabling
smart
business
decisions

- Helped a Aerospace tolls dealer 

to stream accounts receivable 

and reduce the collection time 

lines and save on working capital 

requirements.



Startup Bookkeeping: Suitable for the  

startups and mid-sized businesses who 
are in  their early stages of growth & 
don’t require  complex accounting i.e., 
cash basis.

Accounting Services: Caters to day to 

day  requirements i.e., Entry, 
Recons, AP/AR and  Financials in 
accrual basis with all the  supporting 
schedules.

Controller and CFO Services: For  

companies who need more than just  
accounting and need our support in  
financial decision making and 
compliance.

Financial Analysis and Modeling:  Covers 

analytics on the business &  financials, 
Providing insights into the  business 
including budgets & projections.

Why choose our  finance 

services?

-Reduce operating and overhead 
costs of accounting function

-Timely execution of deliverables

-Economy through efficient processes

-High quality services by 

skilled  accountants

-Monitor & manage your finances  

better with our best in class 

reporting

-Insights & tools to make 

informed  decisions

- Convenient - our services grow per  

your business needs i.e., 

bookkeeping  to financial modeling.

“We have been using Entelyglobal 
for  full charge Accounting Work 
for the last  several years. To give 
an example, I just  came back 
from a vacation and accounting 
department ran smoothly in my  
absence. I would recommend their  
service to companies who are 
frustrated  with managing in-house 
bookkeeping”

-- Jignesh Doshi
-- Senior Project Manager at Reliable Group

"I had a great experience with the  
Entelyglobal team. The team's 
communication skills, attention to 
detail, accuracy  of data entry, and 
experience with  QuickBooks set 
them apart from other  remote 
accounting providers. They  helped 
me with everything from data  
entry & analysis to accounting 
system  setup and transfer/rebuild 
of accounting  records

I would highly recommend 
Entelyglobal  to others!

-- Kayt Dieker , CPA
-- Controller, Simply Pure Colorado

Our Service Offering

See what our clients 

say about us!


